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Right: Posters in Swahili 
and English show the 
conference’s theme—“Our 
goal: to make attacks, 
stigma, and discrimination 
a faint memory.”



Above: A collection of headlines from mainstream media sources describe the 
violence committed against people with albinism in Tanzania, East Africa.



Above: A map of Tanzania with the Lake Zone 
highlighted in the northwest corner. 

THE LAKE ZONE, where 
practices of “albinocide” 
have been most acute.



American geneticist 
Murray Brilliant stands 

at a podium with the 
conference theme 

behind him, speaking 
about the evolution and 

inheritance patterns of 
Oculocutaneus Albinism 
Type II (OCA2) in Africa.



O culo cutaneo us A lb inism  T ype  II (O C A 2)—
• Caused by a deletion on the P gene; possibly offers protection
against leprosy.

F etish—
• The over-valuation of a thing, usually by attributing to it a power 
it does not “really” have.

D awa—
• Swahili word usually translated as ‘medicine.’

K ey T erm s



Left: A headline from the UN website reads, “New Independent Expert on Albinism Takes up 
Post.” Right: Expert IK Ero speaks at the UN in front of logos of sponsoring organizations.  



“For my brothers and sisters 
with albinism in Africa, their 

biggest problems aren’t 
bodily; they are bogus 

spiritual beliefs and the fact 
that African traditions don't 

understand albinism.”
– Peter Ash

Left: Peter Ash of Under the Same Sun speaks 
at the Pan-African Albinism Conference.



Above: Hair pedigree from an ‘albinotic family.’ In 
Pearson et al. 1911. A Monograph on Albinism in Man. 
Right: A photograph of a black woman, Margaret Atkins, 
and her son, Alfred, who had albinism. In ‘Observations 
and Researches on Albinism in the Negro.’ Transactions 
of the American Medical Association, vol 20. 1869. p. 

690.



Left: The title page of Pearson et al. 1911. A Monograph 
on Albinism in Man.

“The natives, Dr. Stannus says, 
have no special word for albino… 
They are not accounted for in any 

way; they say they have been 
sent by mlunga—a word which 

embraces known powers. 
Probably they were killed from 

time to time at birth” (147).



Left: The first page of 
the 2009 Red Cross 
report on albinism. A 
black hand and a white 
hand are interlaced with 
text beside it. Below: 
An inset of text from the 
report is highlighted, 
showing the flimsy 
claim that a “full set” of 
albino body parts is 
worth 75,000 US 
dollars.



Above: Well known albinism rights activist sit behind a long table, each before a microphone and 
taking notes. The audience watches on as Kenyan Justice Grace Ngugi speaks into a 
microphone.
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